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PERMANENT PRINTED RECORDS ON LINEN. 
BY DR. WILLIAM J. MANNING, OF THE GOVERNMENT PRINTING 

OFFICE. 

Perhaps nothing can be more interesting in a 
way, to the general historian, scientific and literary 
man than the certain knowledge of the fact that 
his writings and printed records on all sub
jects, inclusive of even photographic reproductions in 
the form of "half-tones," may be handed down to those 
who will come after us thousands of years hence. In 
the course of a study of various materials suitable for 
the permanent preservation of valuable literary works, 
I investigated, among other fabrics, the linen wrap
pings used by the ancient Egyptians to incase the 
bodies of their dead. A specimen of such linen was 
obtained from the Metropolitan Museum of Arts, New 
York city, by the writer, and the age of the fabric is 
certified by the curator of Egyptian antiquities of the 
Museum. Of interest possibly to the historian and 
Bible reader as well as those who reverence and love 
the work of the ancients, is the fact that the wrap
pings 'in question were taken from the body of King 
JliIerenptah, whom the Bible mentions as being the 
Pharaoh who ordered the exodus of the Jews from 
Egypt. The age belongs to the Nineteenth Dynasty, 
which would approximate the age of 3,400 years, a 
tremendous space of time when one stops to consider 
the matter. _ 

The writer, while obtaining the fabrics and. looking 
over the various specimens submitted to him, was 
very fortunate to obtain by mere accident a piece 
containing pitch or bitumen spots, with which latter 
agent the Egyptians affixed the body to the inner 
coffin and which procedure is describc'- by Pliny ,nd 
Herodotus. The spots appealed rather strong:'y co the 
writer from the fact that they woult'_ seer..l to 'consti
tute conclusive proof of the lasting and non-fading 
properties of printing ink as manufactured and used 
to-day the world over. 

The basis of all black printing ink is lampblack or 
carbon (soot) to which is added and blended boiled 
linseed oil, to serve as a vehicle, the oil being thor
oughlY'mixed with -the lampblack, or "milled," as it 
is known technically to the printing ink industry. 
Varnish, glycerine, and a volatile dryer are sometimes 
added to. meet the various requirements of the printing 
trade, but the basis is, or should be, always carbon 
(lampblack) and boiled linseed oil for black printing 
ink. rhe lampblack is obtained from a resinous ma
terial similar to the bitumen- of the ancients that left 
the spots or impression on the linen. 

The manner of receiving the ink impression as 
obtained on paper or even linen fabric is made up of 
both a mechanical and a chemical union. By a chemi
cal union I mean the fact that the linseed oil carries 
a certain proportion of the carbon or lampblack into 
the agent printed upon, thus staining the parenchyma 
of the cellulose cell. By a mechanical union, I mean 
the excess ink that may lodge on the surface of the 
agent minted upon by virtue of its adhesiveness. 

In the Egyptian' mummy wrappings to which I have 
already referred the bitumen stain or chemic union 
has remained unto this day, as would the stain or 
impression of printing ink had it been so received, 
beyond all doubt. As a further proof of this state
ment and the unchanging color of carbon (lampblack) 
note should be takQn of the color of coal; almost pure 
carbon, which for ages has retained its color. 

Lehner has called attention to the lasting properties 
of linen fabrics as used by the ancients, and urges 
a better quality of printing paper containing a larger 
proportion of linen fiber. The objection to paper, 
whether it is composed of cotton, linen, or wood fibers, 
as concerns printed records for a long period of time 
might be thus summarized: 

The fact that all paper is composed of very short 
fibers held together by a glue or size- and the initial 
pressure given by the heated cylin'�ers on the paper
making machine may be urged. Certain kinds of 
blotting paper may be mentioned as an unsized or glue
less paper, the fibers being held together by pressure 
only. The best grade of book paper may be cited as 
an engine-sized or glued paper. Long periods of time 
or exposure to dampness may disintegrate the size or 
glue that holds or binds the fibers together. If yo,u 
are sufficiently interested, wet a piece of paper and note 
how easily the printed sheet drops to pieces. 

' 

The bleaching process to which the paper stock is 
subjected would seem to form a very important fea
ture in connection with the lasting properties of paper 
also, Chlorine and bleaching powders are used ex
tensively for this purpose, and the difficulty seems to 
be that when the elements are removed which go to 
make up the various colorings, both natural and arti
ficial, of the paper stock before being bleached, the 
chlorine probably combines chemically in the form of a 
chloride or a hypochlorous oxide indirectly, from the 
fact that the chlorine will unite with nearly all ele
ments directly save oxygen and a few others. Very 
likely for this reason it later exists as a weak acid 
in the paper stock, probably as hypochlorous, when the 
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finished paper is acted upon by the moisture of the 
atnlosphere. It is known that hypochlorous oxide will 
unite with water to form hypochlorous acid . It js 
therefore a difficult matter to neutralize the bleached 
paper stock because of this chemical combination, 

. The effect of the process just deE'cribed is noticed 
when the average book printing paper is exposed to 
the air, even under cover, for any length of time, 
Note, if you are interested, the light yellow tinge that 
makes 'its appearance, followed in due course of time 
by a dark yellowish green hue, This condition is fol
lowed later by an increasing brittleness to such an 
extent that one hesitates, in some instances, to turn 
a leaf down for fear of cracking the sheet. The yellow 
tinge is not noted so early in papers whose surfaces 
are sized, because the film of the size very likely pro
tects the hypochlorous oxide from the air, Sooner or 
later it makes its appearance as a slight discoloration, 
This chemical action, as the result of bleaching, must 
necessarily go on until the sheet is disintegrated, . Al
though we have no positive proof tlf this latter state
ment, yet it is known that the slow continuous chemic 
action, once in motion, must continue as long as there 
is material left upon which to perform its work, 

The first paper makers used the sun to bleach their 
paper stock, and while they were never enabled by this 
method to obtain the extreme whiteness obtained by 
the use of chlorine by modern paper makers, yet their 
product does not show the chemic action just de
scribed and the bleaching appears to have been accom
plished in a perfectly natural and harmless manrier, 

In linen fabric of a very fine mesh and texture and 
of an unbleached variety, the objections raised against 
�he paper, it would appear, are easily overcome, The 
fact that one can be always sure of the absolute purity 
of the linen so used as compared with the uncertainty 
of even linen paper and its composition, is very im
portant. The printing impression so received upon the 
fabric is beautIfully clean cut, a�d stands out as dis
tinctly as, if not more so than on paper,· Even halftone 
cuts can be printed on linen, 

There is also the added fact that the fibers of linen 
are very long, and as such are twisted into threads and 
these threads woven in such a manner that each suc
ceeding thread locks the other in place in a mechani
cal manner, as in the ancient Egyptian wrappings 
which have defied time itself, even when exposed to 
the elements and the careless usages of ages, 

The further' fact that the linen may be used in, 
its unbleached state' unacted upon by chemicals used 
for bleaching purposes, ·and the very important feature 
that the printing ink impression cannot be removed 
from the fabric, wilich is possible with comparative 
ease even when parchment is used as the' substance 
printed upon, are two excellent reasons why linen 
should be used for documents which are intended to be 
permanent. 

It has been proposed, and the matter is now before 
the Joint Committee on Printing of Congress for 
action, to print upon linen sheets precisely the same 
as a sheet of paper, at the expiration of the regular 
paper edition, two copies of the more important govern
ment publications, It is further proposed to encase 
each volume so printed in a' bath of paraffin wax and 
thus to seal the volume . hermetically 'from extraneous 
or atmospheric influences, 

Taking the year of 1907 as a basis i� will cost, ap
proximately, to print two linen copies of the revised 
edition of the Congressional Record, constituting some 
5,000 pages, not over $65 for the fabric so utilized, No 
change in existing printing machinery is necessary 
and it is but the work of a few moments to produce 
the printed linen sheets, 

AERONAUTICAL NOTES. 

Subsequently to the successfull,017-foot flight of the 
Aerial Experiment Association's aeroplane, described 
in our last issue, the' aeroplane was demolished when 
a flight was attempted by Mr, J, 'A. D, McCurdy, of the 
association, The machine is being rebuilt, and fur
ther tests will soon be made, The builders will dupli
cate this machine for anyone desiring one for $5,00{), 
delivery to be made within sixty days, 

On March 30 last the Wright brothers were granted 
two French patents on improvements in the control of 
their type of aeroplane, These provide for the main
tenance of later!U stability by the slight twisting of the 
outer ends of the surfaces, and for the correction of 
the twisting effect thus produced, which tends to turn 
the machine around its vertical axis, owing to the 
greater resistance at the end of the wings �here the 
greater angle of incidence occurs, This turning effect 
is counteracted by the use of a vertical rudder and a 
stationary vertical plane in front, and also by the use 
of small vertical rudders between the planes at their 
ends, The latter are used to increase the resistance 
of the end having the least angle of incidence, while 
the vertical rudder is operated in conjunction with the 
rear vertical rudder, to correct the twisting motion 
and also to steer the aeroplane. The patent does not 

cover the application of a motor to the aeroplane, 
the machine shown being, like their former machine, 
apparently' only a glider, 

After ihe experiments of Farman and Delagrange 
above the parade ground at Issy, on May 2, during 
the course of which the latter's aeroplane failed to 
make a turn, made a sudden descent, and finally 
landed upon a taximeter cab, these two aviators de
cided to abandon their experiments in France on ac
count of ihe interference of spectators, who crowded 
upon the parade ground in dangerous numbers, and 
also because this field had become too small, owing to 
the increased speed' attained by Farman by the use of 
a motor of somewhat greater horse-power, The two 
aviators, who, as is well known, have similar ma
chines, betook themselves to Ghent and to Rome re
spectively, and on May 25 Farman is reported to have 
begun his experiments and to have made a number of 
flights in a rather strong wind, 'On May 27 he is said 
to have made two flights of 1,600 meters (5,249 feet) 
each, On the latter day, Delagrange remained in the 
air nine miIlUtes and twelve seconds, while trying to 
win the $8,000 prize recently offered in Italy for a 
fifteen-minute continuous flight. The latter perform
ance was made in the presence of King Victor Emanuel. 

The fourth congress of the International Federation 
of Aero Clubs assembled in London on May 27, There 
were representatives from the following countries: 
America, Austria, Belgium, England, France, Germany, 
Hungary, Italy, Spain, Sweden, and Switzerland, 
Among the questions discussed was that. concerning 
the ending of a balloon race at the seaboard of a 
country, and it was decided that any balloonist who 
goes to sea so far that he requires assistance to get 
ashore will be disqualified as a pilot, and, if he does 
this in a race, the distance he covered above the land 
will not count. In view of the airship disaster in 
California on May 23, in which a gigantic dirigible, 
carrying sixteen men, exploded, it was thought best 
to take steps to control ballooning as much as possible 
and thereby add to the safety of inexperienced aero
n;,tuts, 

Russia is th� latest country to take up aeronautics, 
and there is a great popular interest in the subject 
shown among ihe people and by the government. The 
War Department has donated a $2,500 cash prize for an 
aeroplane race, the conditions of which are that, in 
case of war, the aeroplane owned by members of the 
club shall be placed at the disposal of the War De
partment. The distance to be covered in this race is 
given as 158 miles at an average speed of not less 
than 9 miles an hour, The new club has joined the 
International Federation, 

That the plain balloon is not as safe as most en
thusiastic balloonists assert, is shown by two serious 
accidents which occurred last month, On May 19, while 
participating in an international race, a Spanish balloon 
containing two men descended, The experienced pilot 
in charge was thrown out and the balloon reascended 
with the other man who had no knowledge of bal
looning, After being in the air all night, the balloon 
came down the following day, and the man who was 
in'the basket was seriously injured by colliding with 
various obstacles before the balloon reached the 
gJ;Ound, The other accident resulted in the death of 
Lieut, Fonseca; a balloon expert of the Brazilian army, 
Tb.e lieutenant had just arrived from France with a 
new balloon and was making his first ascension before 
the Minister of War and a large number of officers 
and pupils of the military schooL He was in the bas
ket and was completing his final preparations, when 
a sudden gust of. wind snatched the balloon away from 
the men who were holding it and it shot up in the 
air for a distance of 3,000 feet, It then collapsed and 
fell to the ground with great rapidity, This accident 
recalls a similar one which occurred in Italy about a 
year ago, when a captive military balloon was struck 
by lightning and exploded in mid-air and the officer 
in the- basket lost his life as a result of the falL 
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THE CURRENT SUPPLEMENT. 
The current SUPPLEMENT, No, 1692, contains among 

other interesting articles a striking contribution by 
Herbert.. Q. Ponting on photographing alligators, ex
cellently illustrated, Mr, George N, Heath's paper on 
the fixation of atmospheric nitrogen in America is con
cluded, Carl G, Crawford writes on the treatment of 
timber and explains the tank method. In these. days 
of prohibition agitation, Dr, A. R. Cushing's impartial 
review of the medical value of alcohol will prove in
structive, In an article on Saturn and his rings the 
well-known French 'astronomer Abbe Moreux describes 
ill a popular way the various aspects of this very curi
ous celestial phenomenon, Prof. S. J. Holmes con
tributes an excellent article on the instinct of feigning 
death, Prof, Herbert Maule Richards gives a very 
lucid explanation of the mutation theory of Hugo de 
Vries, Otto Nairz- describes clearly the Poulsen wire
less telephone, Edward A. Martin discusses dew
ponds from the geological standpoint. The usual notes 
will be found in their accustomed places. 
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